Cautionary statements

This presentation has been prepared by Rio Tinto plc and Rio Tinto Limited ("Rio Tinto"). By accessing/attending this presentation you acknowledge that you have read and understood the following statement.

Forward-looking statements

This document contains certain forward-looking statements with respect to the financial condition, results of operations and business of the Rio Tinto Group. These statements are forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the US Securities Act of 1933, and Section 21E of the US Securities Exchange Act of 1934. The words "intend", "aim", "project", "anticipate", "estimate", "plan", "believes", "expects", "may", "should", "will", "target", "set to" or similar expressions, commonly identify such forward-looking statements.

Examples of forward-looking statements include those regarding estimated ore reserves, anticipated production or construction dates, costs, outputs and productive lives of assets or similar factors. Forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties, assumptions and other factors set forth in this presentation. For example, future ore reserves will be based in part on market prices that may vary significantly from current levels. These may materially affect the timing and feasibility of particular developments. Other factors include the ability to produce and transport products profitably, demand for our products, changes to the assumptions regarding the recoverable value of our tangible and intangible assets, the effect of foreign currency exchange rates on market prices and operating costs, and activities by governmental authorities, such as changes in taxation or regulation, and political uncertainty.

In light of these risks, uncertainties and assumptions, actual results could be materially different from projected future results expressed or implied by these forward-looking statements which speak only as to the date of this presentation. Except as required by applicable regulations or by law, the Rio Tinto Group does not undertake any obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information or future events. The Group cannot guarantee that its forward-looking statements will not differ materially from actual results. In this presentation all figures are US dollars unless stated otherwise.

Disclaimer

Neither this presentation, nor the question and answer session, nor any part thereof, may be recorded, transcribed, distributed, published or reproduced in any form, except as permitted by Rio Tinto. By accessing/attending this presentation, you agree with the foregoing and, upon request, you will promptly return any records or transcripts at the presentation without retaining any copies.

This presentation contains a number of non-IFRS financial measures. Rio Tinto management considers these to be key financial performance indicators of the business and they are defined and/or reconciled in Rio Tinto's annual results press release and/or Annual report.

Reference to consensus figures are not based on Rio Tinto's own opinions, estimates or forecasts and are compiled and published without comment from, or endorsement or verification by, Rio Tinto. The consensus figures do not necessarily reflect guidance provided from time to time by Rio Tinto where given in relation to equivalent metrics, which to the extent available can be found on the Rio Tinto website.

By referencing consensus figures, Rio Tinto does not imply that it endorses, confirms or expresses a view on the consensus figures. The consensus figures are provided for informational purposes only and are not intended to, nor do they, constitute investment advice or any solicitation to buy, hold or sell securities or other financial instruments. No warranty or representation, either express or implied, is made by Rio Tinto or its affiliates, or their respective directors, officers and employees, in relation to the accuracy, completeness or achievability of the consensus figures and, to the fullest extent permitted by law, no responsibility or liability is accepted by any of those persons in respect of those matters. Rio Tinto assumes no obligation to update, revise or supplement the consensus figures to reflect circumstances existing after the date hereof.
Prioritising value over volume

Maximising free cash flow through the cycle

Revenue
- Price impact of incremental tonnes
- Protecting quality

Operating cost
- Unit cost
- Impact on cost base

Capex
- Sustaining
- Replacement
- Growth
## Major trends influencing the iron ore market

### Steel production resilient……

- Steel production has been resilient in 2016
- Replacement cycle a more significant driver of steel consumption
- Scrap increasingly important

### …with continued high cost iron ore supply exits

- Exits of higher cost producers
- Lower concentrate availability
- Impact of depletion
- Increased supply from low-cost producers and new entrants

### Changing nature of financial markets……

- Increased liquidity in iron ore paper markets influences sentiment
- Presence of non-physical players in market creates more price volatility

### …and of regulatory frameworks

- Environmental restrictions
- Steel capacity reductions / consolidation
- Energy caps
- By-product value / disposal costs
Driving mine to market productivity

Maximise cash flow from existing asset base

Innovation and technology helping drive superior performance

Delivering productivity, cost and revenue outcomes
Innovation and technology boosting performance

Operations Centre controls and operates:
- Autonomous haul trucks
- Pits and processing plants
- Train loading and unloading
- Stockyard stacking and reclaiming machines

Autonomous haul trucks
- Improved safety, productivity and operating costs
- More than 70 autonomous haul trucks (20% of the fleet) at 3 sites
- Average 1,000 more hours and 15% lower cost in 2016 than conventional haul trucks

Autonomous drills
- West Angelas 1,000 drill hours > conventional drills in 2016
- Being deployed at Yandicoogina

AutoHaul®
- Progressive roll-out in 2017 with full implementation by the end 2018
- Step change in safety and productivity
- 100% of planned territory track AutoHaul® enabled
- System already helping to improve average train speeds
Delivering productivity, cost and revenue outcomes

Haul Truck Effective Utilisation
Time %, indexed, 2016, site comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IO Manned Ave.</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IO Autonomous Ave.</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IO Best Autonomous</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: December data for Hope Downs 4 is not included as autonomous haul trucks did not operate for two weeks in December 2016 as the mine achieved its annual production target ahead of schedule.

Train dumping cycle time
Indexed to 2015 monthly average

- High
- Low
- Avg

Train loading cycle time
Indexed to 2015 average
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Customers value the consistency and liquidity of the Pilbara Blend

- Easier to manage blast furnace mix
- Technical expertise provided to maximise value in use
- Easily traded product
- Reduces inventory

PB fines is the only product with a Platts ‘brand differential’ in recognition it is worth more than the index

Lump is a significant value driver

- Rio Tinto is the largest lump producer (~25% of our tonnes)
Unlocking the full potential of our people and assets
Sustaining best value production

Low-cost brownfield mine expansions have dominated Pilbara mine capital intensity US$/t installed

Brownfield mine expansions have dominated production
- Initial brownfield expansions at $9/t
- Focus on low phosphorus ores for Pilbara Blend

Focus on maintaining low capital intensity
- Nammuldi Incremental Tonnes (NIT) at $19/t

Nammuldi Incremental and Silvergrass in development (~20 Mt/a capacity)
## Delivering optimal value

### Strong foundation
- Exclusive use of assets, fully integrated system, consistent returns through the cycle
- Highly-valued product suite, sustained by significant resources
- Quality people and partners

### Value over volume
- Resource development sequencing to optimise mines and product
- Disciplined capital allocation
- Low-cost, productivity-enabled options

### Mine to market productivity
- Maximise cash flow from existing asset base
- Innovation and technology to assist the drive to superior performance
- Delivering productivity, cost and revenue outcomes
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